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Purpose
The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD) recognizes there is a link between human papilloma virus (HPV) and development of oral pharyngeal cancers. The purpose of this policy is to provide a perspective on a dental provider’s role in discussing oral cancers and their associations with HPV, and HPV vaccination for age-appropriate patients.

Methods
This policy was developed by the Council on Clinical Affairs and adopted in 2017.¹ This revision is based on a review of current dental and medical literature. An electronic search was conducted using the PubMed®/MEDLINE database using the terms: HPV vaccines, HPV and oral cancer, HPV and cancer, Gardasil® and prevention of cancer; fields: all; limits: within the last 10 years, humans, English, birth through age 99. The search returned over 5,296 articles. Papers for review were chosen from this list and from the references within selected articles.

Background
HPV is associated with anogenital, skin, and oral and oropharyngeal cancers (OOPC)²-⁴. It also is observed in oral squamous cell carcinoma, the most common type of OOPC.⁵ Based on epidemiological trends, 53,260 new cases and 10,750 deaths due to OOPC were expected to occur in 2019.⁶ HPV is a critical factor, with the HPV 16 strain being the most prevalent.⁷ The association between HPV infection and OOPC may be responsible for the recent epidemiologic change with OOPC affecting younger population groups.

Vaccines for prevention of HPV infections via subtypes 16 and 18 have been available since 2006.⁸ The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that the prevalence of HPV infection decreased 56 percent among females aged 14-19 years since the vaccine was introduced.⁹ A recent study showed 88 percent reduction in prevalence in females and males age 18-33 years.¹⁰ HPV vaccine efficacy against anal and oral infection is high and similar to that against cervical infection.¹¹ Because the same viral strains are strongly associated with OOPC, it is reasonable to assume that HPV vaccines play an important role in oral pharyngeal cancer prevention. Although there are no studies showing that the HPV vaccine prevents the development of OOPC, it is reasonable to postulate the vaccine's potential since the vaccine has been shown to prevent HPV infection.³ Despite the increased availability of the HPV vaccines, HPV-related OOPC incidence has continued to increase significantly.¹²

In 2016, the CDC Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommended a two-dose schedule for children younger than 15 years with both doses 6-12 months apart.¹³ For children age 15 or older at the time of initial vaccination and for those with immunocompromising conditions, a three-dose series is recommended.¹⁴ The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) updated their HPV vaccination policy in 2017 to reflect the CDC/ACIP recommendations.¹⁴ Low compliance rates for completion of the vaccination series are due to access, willingness of physicians to discuss with parents, and cost.¹⁴-¹⁷

Adolescent patients have unique needs related to oral healthcare. Anticipatory guidance for adolescent patients includes tobacco and nutritional counseling.¹⁸,¹⁹ Given that dental professionals are already involved in secondary and tertiary prevention and, to a limited extent, in the treatment of OOPC, offering primary prevention in dental clinics seems a logical and clinically-appropriate approach. As adolescent patients tend to see the dentist twice yearly and more often than their medical doctor, this is a window of opportunity for the dental professional to provide counseling to the patient and parent about HPV’s link to oral cancer and potential benefits of the HPV vaccine.²⁰

Policy statement
The AAPD supports measures that prevent OOPC, including the prevention of HPV infection, a critical factor in the development of oral squamous cell carcinoma.

The AAPD encourages oral health care providers to:
• educate patients, parents, and guardians on the serious health consequences of OOPC and the relationship of HPV to OOPC.
• counsel patients, parents, and guardians regarding the HPV vaccination, in accordance with CDC recommendations, as part of anticipatory guidance for adolescent patients.

ABBREVIATIONS
• routinely examine patients for oral signs of and changes consistent with OOPC.
• follow current literature and consider incorporating other approaches for HPV prevention in their practices so as to minimize the risk of disease transmission.
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